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Abstract—
 
Mobile Ad

 
hoc network typically identifies a process 

of network elements in which combine to make a network 

requiring no fixed infrastructure. Security will be the most 

generally cited concern about wireless Ad
 
hoc network. Wireless 

networks pose
 
exclusive security difficulties. The New Security 

Structure for mobile Ad
 
hoc Network protects the data from 

several securities
 

threats and as well leads to really low 

computational complexness. The detection of attacks where such 

destructive node exists
 
will make it possible for us to stop that 

attack for more transmission. This supplies a proper strategy to 

detect this malicious attack such as Black Hole & Gray Hole. 

The actual propose Methodology First safeguard the network 

from repudiation my partner i. e. prevents often sender or may
 

be receiver by denying involving sending or receiving a data 

supply using Zero Knowledge Protocol (ZKP) as the 

Authentication Structure for making certain the authenticity of 

the sender node. The system also used to detect
 
Cloning attack. 

Next, if a further attack happens the scheme is utilized to 

providing a remedy for detection & reduction of destructive 

attacks using Extended Data routing Information (EDRI) table 

in addition to
 

the
 

routing table of AODV. Additionally, it
 

maintains a history of earlier malicious node with regard to gray 

actions. The EDRI method is presented but is not implemented 

in NS-2 to provide a useful performance component
 
such as-

 

Packet Deliver Rate by the number of nodes, Latency, Average 

End to End Delay, Packet
 
Delivery Ratio.

 

 

Keywords—
 
MANET; Secure Routing; Black Hole

 
Attack;

 
Gray

 

Hole Attack; Clone Attack; AODV; Zero Knowledge Protocol; 

Extended Data Routing Information(EDRI)Table.
 

I.
  

INTRODUCTION
  

Mobile Ad
 

hoc Networks (MANET) is an
 

assortment of 

mobile nodes and all those mobile nodes communicate with 

each other via wireless links either directly or relay on other 

nodes as routers. It does not need any predefined 

infrastructure and each and every node in the MANET 

environment is dispersed
 

and they do not have any 

centralized control. A mobile node dynamically keeps on 

changing due to mobility of nodes. MANET contains more 

number of mobile nodes within the network and they do not 

have any access point. The main goal of mobile ad
 

hoc 

networking is to extend mobility in to the realm of 

autonomous mobile, wireless domains. Each mobile node 

relies on each other for establishing communication within 

the network, and hence each mobile node plays a router
 
role. 

Main advantages of MANET are, the network can be set 

without any pre-existing infrastructure and can be set up at 

any place and any time. They provide access to information 

and services regardless of geographic position. Mobile Ad
 

hoc Networks are highly vulnerable to attacks due to 

dynamic infrastructure. Their topology keeps on changing 

due to the mobility of nodes. Due to changes in the topology, 

they may lead to changes in wireless link connections. 

Routing and network management usually are done 

cooperatively because of the nodes hence varieties multi hop 

structure, where just about every node are number as well as 

router in which forwards packets pertaining to additional 

nodes in which will not be within strong data exchanges 

range. Seeing that, router this node will see this ideal path 

and also manage the data supply through routing protocol 

process program,
 
there are many different routing protocols 

have been created pertaining to Ad hoc networks and also 

have largely categorized in about three groups including 

proactive (table driven) and also reactive (On demand) and 

also hybrid protocols. The particular proactive protocols 

maintain routing information regarding just about every node 

and also information is actually current through the network 

or perhaps while topology alterations. Every single node 

involves to help keep and also alternate routing information 

using additional nodes routinely to be able to get recent 

Channels to all  or  any sink node
 
i.e.

 
at the,  Destination   

sequence   distance vector (DSDV)
 
Process. Within reactive 

or perhaps resource initiated on demand protocols, a node 

begin a route breakthrough process through the network, only 

once the idea involve to help send packets hence tend not to 

routinely replace this routing information
  

i.e.  at the,
 
Ad

 
hoc 

on demand distance vector (AODV), Dynamic source routing 

(DSR) etc. Hybrid protocol works by using both equally 
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reactive and also proactive approaches i.e. at the, Zone 

routing protocol (ZRP). On this undertaking all of us we 

concentrate on AODV process which is certainly one of these 

reactive routing protocols inside MANETs. AODV is surely 

an appealing process for the majority of research workers due 

to its successfully adaptive dynamics inside highly powerful 

surroundings Ad hoc on Demand Vector (AODV) routing 

process would work pertaining to both equally Unicast and 

also Multicast routing. It is loop-free and also self-starting 

process, creates routing trails involving the nodes only if 

needed because of the source nodes. A number of attacks 

would certainly arise from the Mobile Ad hoc networks. 

Some of the attacks usually are constrained transmission 

selection, management expense, routing attacks, bandwidth 

wastage, time various wireless hyperlink qualities, broadcast 

dynamics of wireless moderate, hidden terminal dilemma, 

packet failures due to transmission problems, ability to move 

brought on route alterations, regular network dividers. 

Included in this, routing attacks is just about the vital a 

single. To scale back this kind of routing attacks, various 

intrusion discovery & deterrence tactics were used. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

S. Marti, T. Guiil, K .Lai and M. Baker [1] proposed a 

method using Watchdog-Pathrater. With Watchdog each time 

a node forwards a bundle, the node’s watchdog verifies how 

the next node in the path also forwards the particular packet 

simply by promiscuously listening to another location node’s 

transmissions. In the event the watchdog finds next node 

won't forward the particular packet on a predefined limit 

time, the watchdog can accuse next node as being a malicious 

node towards the source node; The proposal provides two 

faults: 1) to monitor the particular behavior connected with 

nodes some hops absent, one node has got to trust the 

information from some other nodes, which highlights the 

weaknesses that very good nodes could be bypassed simply 

by malicious accusation; 2) The watchdog can't differentiate 

the exact misbehavior from the uncertain collisions, receiver 

collisions, manipulated transmission energy, collusion, false 

misbehavior in addition to just a few giving up. In pathrater 

protocol each node uses the watchdog’s monitored results to 

rate the one-hop neighbors. Further the particular nodes 

exchange their reviews, so how the pathrater can easily rate 

the particular paths and opt for a path along with highest 

ranking for direction-finding. Shortcoming in this algorithm 

is that thinking about exchanging reviews genuinely starts up 

door with regard to black pit attack. 

 

S. Ramaswamy, H. Fu, M. Sreekantaradhya, J. Dixon, and K. 

Nygard[2] paper offered an algorithm during which claims to 

prevent the cooperative black hole attack in ad-hoc circle. In 

this kind of algorithm every node maintains an extra Data 

Routing Information (DRI) table. Whenever a node (say IN) 

taken care of immediately a RREQ it send the id involving its 

next hop neighbors (NHN) in addition to DRI access for 

NHN towards the source. If IN seriously isn't a trustable node 

for source next source sends yet another route request (FRq) 

to help NHN. NHN in turn responds using FRp concept 

including DRI access for IN, the subsequent hop node 

involving current NHN, and also the DRI entry with the 

current NHN’s subsequent hop. If NHN is usually trusted 

node next source investigations whether IN can be a black pit 

or not when using the DRI access for IN replied by means of 

NHN. If NHN seriously isn't trustable node next the same 

cross checking will likely be continued using the next get 

node involving NHN. This cross checking loop will likely be 

continued until a dependable node is available. Moreover, in 

the event that when the network within not underneath the 

attack, the criteria takes additional time to comprehensive. 

This algorithm will depend on a have confidence in 

relationship involving the nodes, so because of this it cannot 

tackle gray hole attacks. 

 

Piyush Agrawal, R. K. Ghosh, Sajal K. Das[3] proposed a 

way for revealing chain of cooperating destructive nodes 

(black as well as gray hole nodes) in ad hoc network. In this 

technique initially a new backbone network of sturdy nodes 

(capable of turning their antenna for you to short (normal) in 

addition to prolonged ranges) is established over the random 

network. Each sturdy node is assumed as a trustful 1. These 

trustful sturdy nodes detect a normal nodes (having low 

power antenna) whenever they act maliciously. With the 

assistance of the backbone network of strong nodes, the cause 

and the destination nodes conduct an end-to-end checking to 

discover whether the information packets have reached the 

destination or certainly not. If the checking results in a failure 

then the backbone network initiates a new protocol with 

regard to detecting the malicious nodes. For revealing 

malicious node sturdy node linked to source node broadcast a 

come across chain message to the network containing the id 

with the node answered to RREQ. On having find chain 

message sturdy node linked to destination node initialize an 

inventory Gray Hole Archipelago to offer the id with the 

node answered to RREQ. After that it instructs all the 

neighbors of that node to vote for the next node for which it 

is forwarding packets. When the next node id is null then the 

node is really a black pit node. Then the gray pit removal 

process is terminated as well as broadcast information is sent 

through the network for you to alert all the nodes about the 

nodes within Gray Hole Chain being considered because 

malicious. Else sturdy node may elect the next node for you 

to which answered to RREQ is forwarding the packets 

according to reported research counts. However, broadcast 

the find chain message containing the id with the elected 

node. The principal disadvantages of the algorithm are 

classified as the difference between regular node as well as 

backbone node in the network in terms of power, antenna 

range making it unsuitable for all types of mobile random 

network. Also it's not necessarily proved of which backbone 

circle is optimal in terms of minimalistic as well as coverage. 

Algorithm may fail should the intruder problems strong nodes 

because doing so violates the assumption of which strong 

nodes are always reliable node.  

 

S. Banerjee[4] tackled two varieties of routing attacks namely 

Gray hole attacks and Black hole attack which reveals packet 

forwarding misbehavior. This cardstock presents a new 

mechanism able to detecting in addition to removing these 

malicious nodes launching these types connected with 

attacks. This method consists of algorithm which works the 
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following. Instead connected with sending the overall data 

traffic at the same time we divide the overall traffic directly 

into some little sized hindrances. So that will malicious nodes 

might be detected in addition to remove between the 

transmissions of a couple such hindrances by being sure an 

end-to-end examining. Source node posts a prelude message 

towards destination node before start of sending just about 

any block to be able to alert it in regards to the incoming 

information block. Flow with the traffic is actually monitored 

because of the neighbors with the each node from the route. 

As soon as the end with the transmission desired destination 

node posts an acknowledgement with a postlude message 

containing this no connected with data packets obtained by 

desired destination node. Source node uses this info to check 

whether the data burning during transmission was in the 

tolerable range, or else then the original source node initiate 

the process of discovering and taking away malicious node 

by means of aggregating this response from your monitoring 

nodes as well as the network. Last but not the least proposed 

a new feasible alternative for detection and removing of chain 

of cooperative black color and dull hole episode in AODV 

method. In this particular solution each node could locally 

maintain its very own table connected with black listed nodes 

whenever it will try to send data to be able to any desired 

destination node and additionally, it may aware this network 

in regards to the black listed nodes. This directory malicious 

nodes might be applied to find out secure trails from supplier 

to desired destination by steering clear of multiple black/ gray 

hole nodes operating in assistance. 

 

Humaira Ehsan, Farrukh Aslam Khan[5] presented reveal and 

extensive analysis of the extremely severe attacks against 

MANETs and i. e., black hole attack, sinkhole attack, selfish 

node behavior, RREQ flooding attack, hello flood attack, and 

selective forwarding attack. These attacks are actually 

implemented inside NS-2 using AODV routing protocol. It 

ended up being examined by way of simulations that if the 

attacker node is within the path from the source towards 

destination and then selective forwarding in addition to 

selfish node attacks can be very effective plus it can cause a 

decline from the network efficiency. If the attacker just isn't 

on the road then there may not be considerably damage in 

case of these a couple of attacks. Subsequently, if attacker 

node is associated with the origin and desired destination then 

sinkhole in addition to black hole can easily severely affect 

the efficiency by sending false routing information in 

addition to attracting every one of the traffic to help 

themselves. Should the network can be partitioned in addition 

to attacker is one side with the network though senders in 

addition to receivers are generally on various other side, then 

this attacker can not affect their performance. About 5000 

simulations were performed for this paper so that the data can 

be used to detect the intrusions in addition to exactly identify 

the destructive nodes. Thereafter, appropriate measures might 

be taken to help the network to be secure by employing 

intrusion discovery system (IDS). 

Being a future operates, we are intending to design IDS to 

help on detecting most of these attacks in order to isolate the 

attackers to be able to let the network perform within an 

attack no cost environment. We also plan to study the effect 

of numerous attackers within the AODV routing protocol 

along with analyze the impact of those attacks in secure 

routing protocols such as SAODV, ODMRP for example. 
. 

III. OVERVIEW OF AODV ROUTING PROTOCOL 

The Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing 

algorithm can be a routing protocol suitable for ad hoc mobile 

networks. AODV is capable of both unicast along with 

multicast routing. It can be an on require algorithm, for 

example it builds routes in between nodes simply as desired 

by source nodes. It maintains these routes given that they are 

essential by these sources. Also, AODV types trees which 

often connect multicast groups members. The trees are 

comprised of these group members as well as the nodes had 

to connect these members. AODV uses sequence numbers to 

ensure the freshness connected with routes. It is loop-free, 

self-starting, and weighing machines to more and more 

mobile nodes. 

AODV builds routes by using a route request / path reply 

issue cycle. When some sort of source node desires a path to 

a destination for which very easy already have a route, it 

broadcasts some sort of route request (RREQ) packet along 

the network. Nodes acquiring this package update the 

information for the source node and create backwards 

pointers for the source node inside the route tables. In 

addition for the source node's IP address, current routine 

number, along with broadcast IDENTITY, the RREQ in 

addition contains the newest sequence number for the 

destination of which the source node is aware. A node 

acquiring the RREQ may send some sort of route reply 

(RREP) if it's either this destination or even if it offers a path 

to the sink with matching sequence number over or equal to 

that contained in the RREQ. If this can be a case, it unicasts 

some sort of RREP time for the source. Otherwise, the idea 

rebroadcasts this RREQ. Nodes keep an eye on the RREQ's 

source IP address and send out ID. If they receive a RREQ 

which they have processed, they toss the RREQ and forward 

the idea. 

As this RREP propagates time for the source, nodes create 

forward pointers for the destination. Once the source node 

receives the RREP, it could begin in order to forward data 

packets for the destination. If the source after receives some 

sort of RREP containing a much better sequence variety or 

contains the same routine number having a smaller hop count, 

it could update their routing information to the destination 

and commence using the higher route. 

So long as the path remains lively, it will still be maintained. 

A route is regarded active given that there are usually data 

packets routinely travelling in the source for the destination 

alongside that journey. Once the origin stops transmitting 

data packets, the back links will periods and sooner or later 

be deleted in the intermediate node direction-finding tables. If 

the link break occurs as the route is active, the node upstream 

of the break advances a path error (RERR) message for the 

source node to inform it of the now unreachable 

destination(s). Soon after receiving this RERR, when the 

source node however desires this route, it can re-initiate path 

discovery. 
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Multicast avenues are creating in the same way. A node 

wanting to join some sort of multicast class broadcasts some 

sort of RREQ using the destination IP address set to that 

particular of this multicast group sufficient reason for the 

'J'(join) flag set to indicate that it would choose to join this 

group. Any node acquiring this RREQ it really is a member 

of the multicast tree which has a fresh adequate sequence 

number for the multicast class may deliver a RREP. Because 

the RREPs propagate time for the source, the nodes 

forwarding this message create pointers of their multicast 

path tables. Because the source node receives the RREPs, it 

monitors the route using the freshest routine number, and 

beyond that this smallest go count to another multicast class 

member. After the specified breakthrough period, the origin 

node may unicast some sort of Multicast Initial (MACT) 

concept to their selected upcoming hop. This concept serves 

the aim of activating this route. A node that doesn't receive 

this particular message in which had created a multicast path 

pointer may timeout along with delete this pointer. If this 

node acquiring the MACT had not been already a component 

of the multicast pine, it will even have been keeping tabs on 

the ideal route in the RREPs the idea received. Hence it must 

also unicast some sort of MACT in order to its upcoming 

hop, and so forth until some sort of node that's previously an 

affiliate of this multicast pine is arrived at. 

AODV maintains routes provided the path is lively. This 

incorporates maintaining some sort of multicast tree for the 

life of the multicast class. Because these network nodes are 

usually mobile, it's quite possible that several link breakages 

alongside a path will occur in the lifetime of the route. The 

papers the following describe precisely how link breakages 

are usually handled. The WMCSA document describes 

AODV devoid of multicast yet includes comprehensive 

simulation results for networks approximately 1000 nodes. 

This Mobicom document describes AODV's multicast 

function and details simulations which often show their 

correct function. The world-wide-web drafts contain 

descriptions connected with both unicast along with multicast 

path discovery, in addition to mentioning precisely how QoS 

along with subnet aggregation can be employed with AODV. 

Lastly, the IEEE Private Communications paper as well as 

the Infocom document details a good in-depth study of 

simulations comparing AODV using the Dynamic Supplier 

Routing (DSR) process, and has a look at each protocol's 

particular strengths along with weaknesses. 

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) is reactive 

direction-finding protocol in which uses this sequence variety 

concept to ensure the freshness of the discovered avenues and 

creating loops no cost routes. It is self beginning and 

appropriate for significant scale communities. The 

functioning principle connected with AODV is dependent on 

two important phases: Route Discovery along with Route 

Upkeep. 

 

• Route Discovery Phase 

In the route breakthrough phase, a node disseminates some 

sort of RREQ concept when the idea determines it needs a 

path to a vacation spot and doesn't have one obtainable in its 

direction-finding table. The repeated processing connected 

with RREQ package at intermediate nodes is prevented 

simply by checking for the originator IP address and RREQ 

IDENTITY pair. If the node isn't the supposed destination 

then the reverse route for the source node is either designed 

or updated as well as the RREQ package is additional 

broadcasted. A node generates a RREP if it's itself this 

destination of the packet or it offers a lively and valid path to 

the vacation spot. The RREP package is unicast back on the 

originator node along the reverse journey. When a good 

intermediate node receives the RREP concept, it 1st creates 

or even updates forwards route access in their route desk 

before forwarding the idea to their next hop on the source 

node. 

 

• Route Maintenance Step 

In this Route Maintenance phase, a node starts a path error 

(RERR) concept if the idea detects a web link break for the 

next hop of an active path in their routing desk or the idea 

gets some sort of data package destined into a node for which 

very easy have a lively route and it's not attempting any 

nearby repairing. Upon acquiring the RERR message the 

origin node either tries a good route throughout its direction-

finding table or even reinitiates path discovery course of 

action. 

 

IV. ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROTOCOL (ZKP) 

Zero-knowledge project let id, critical exchange along with 

fundamental cryptographic operation to become executed 

without unveiling any secrete information in the conversation 

along with smaller computational demands compared to 

asymmetric crystallographic method. Hence ZKP is 

incredibly beautiful appealing for useful resource restricted 

device. ZKP enables a single bash to be able to demonstrate it 

understands of some sort of secret completely to another bash 

without ever before unveiling the secret. ZKP is usually an 

interactive proof system, involving some sort of prover, P and 

also verifier, V. The particular function in the prover is 

always to persuade the actual verifier involving some secret 

via several devices every single transmission entails difficult, 

or perhaps query, from the verifier and a response, or perhaps 

reply, from the prover. ZKP based methods demand much 

less bandwidth, less computational power, and also much less 

memory space when compared to some other authentication 

approaches and therefore is suitable for WSN The particular 

prover P along with the verifier V may use some numeric 

value, called as the secret number of the actual prover P. 

Conventionally, the prover are able to offer some sort of 

computational intensive mathematical trouble, along with the 

verifier can obtain among the many feasible methods to the 

challenge. Should the prover understand critical info 

associated with the most effective, it gives you any one of 

many wanted readily available remedies upon demand. 

Should the prover do not understand the actual critical 

information; it can be computationally infeasible for this to 

be able to usually provide requested solution to the actual 

verifier. Generally, ZKP count on some hard mathematical 

issues such as the factorization involving integers or perhaps 

the discrete logarithm problems. [26] 
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Assumptions 

• Nodes tend to be split directly into 3 groups; base station, 

cluster head and member nodes. A few arbitrary nodes 

tend to be selected as cluster heads and also era 

involving cluster heads is still left for the clustering 

mechanism (not dealt out in this work). Each and every 

cluster heads is aware of it is fellow member nodes, 

though each and every fellow member node understands 

it is cluster heads. Base station store information of all 

sensor nodes (including cluster heads). The beds base 

station sustains comprehensive topological information 

on cluster head and also his or her respective members. 

•  Base station is powerful enough and cannot be 

compromised like other nodes of the network [26]. 

•  There is no communication among the member nodes.  

 

 
 

Fig 1.  : Communications in the proposed model 

V. EXTENDED DATA ROUTING INFORMATION 

(EDRI) TABLE 

The answer proposing tackles the Black Hole as well as Gray 

Hole problems through sustaining an Extended Data Routing 

Information (EDRI) table in each node beyond just the 

Routing Table of the AODV protocol. With [2] the DRI 

Table is utilized for black hole diagnosis in each node. It 

merely contains the by means of as well as coming from 

records for various other nodes of the network. Although this 

is simply not satisfactory in a environment where by nodes 

may have a new gray personality. The particular DRI stand 

with [2], even though employs trust like a parameter but as 

soon as reliable, a node is just not doubted once again. This 

can be a loophole which may let grey nodes to visit hidden.  

 

The particular EDRI table benefits the gray behavior 

connected with nodes at the same time. Although, the idea 

offers future probabilities to the nodes recognized as black 

hole, additionally, it keeps a record of the past harmful 

instances of which node making sure that a greater 

comprehension of the node can be made plus the node is 

usually offered it is upcoming opportunity as a result. The 

counter monitors what number of situations a new node has 

become captured plus the price with this counter is usually 

proportional to the period which has in order to pass before of 

which node is usually offered another opportunity. The node 

which is frequently getting captured performing harmful is 

usually eventually not offered the possibility once again. 

Refresh packet, BHID Packet, Further request and further 

respond packets are employed beyond just the existing RREQ 

as well as RREP. 

 

The refresh packet is usually delivered with the source 

around the troubled path whenever the idea sensory faculties 

(with the aid of NACK) that the harmful node might be 

energetic upon of which path. Each node of which receives 

it's in order to refresh it is DRI records as well as delete your 

troubled path coming from it is Routing table The BHID 

packet contains the identity of the harmful node which was 

determined using the criteria. This specific packet is usually 

transmitted making sure that each of the nodes can easily 

bring up to date his or her records for the harmful node. The 

particular further request and further respond packet act like 

the methods utilized in [3] for black hole problems but 

incorporate some more information to support the gray 

behavior. 

 

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY   

As MANET is highly susceptible to security threats as well as 

routing  attacks. The proposed Methodology has two parts-

First protect the network from security threats by applying 

the Novel authentication scheme to detect clone attack and 

prevent the network from repudiation i.e. prevents either 

sender or receiver from denying of transmitting and receiving 

a packets/message. Thus when a packet is sent, the receiver 

can prove that the alleged sender in face sent the packet, 

similarly when a packet is received the sender can prove that 

the alleged receiver in fact received the packet. This can be 

done using Zero knowledge protocol (ZKP) to verify the 

authenticity of the sender node. 

The solution also tackle Black hole & Gray hole attack by 

maintaining Extended data routing table (EDRI) at each node 

along with routing table of the AODV protocol. In the 

previous research paper, the EDRI algorithm is proposed but 

is not implemented to optimize the performance metrics such 

as-Packet deliver rate by number of nodes, Average end to 

end delay, Latency, Packet delivery ratio. So, proposing it to 

implement in NS 2(Network Simulator2) which leads to 

increase the performance of the network. Thereby providing a 

way to prevent or protect the network from various malicious 

attacks as well as security threats.  
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Fig 2. Proposed Methodology flow diagram. 

 

VII. TEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

As MANET is highly  susceptible to security threats as well 

as routing attacks. Black Hole and Gray Hole attack is one of 

the major security challenges for MANET. The propose 

solution can be applied to protect the network from security 

threats by first applying authentication scheme to detect clone 

attack and protect the network from repudiation. Secondly 

identify multiple black hole nodes cooperating with each 

other in a MANET; and Discover secure paths from source to 

destination by avoiding multiple black hole nodes acting in 

cooperation. Also expect that the effect of packet delivery 

ratio and Latency with respect to the variable node mobility. 

There is reduction in Packet Delivery Ratio and but increases 

in Latency. In Black hole attack all network traffics are 

redirected to a specific node or from the malicious node 

causing serious damage to networks and nodes. The detection 

of malicious node in ad hoc networks is still considered to be 

a challenging task. The detection of Gray hole is difficult 

.The Propose methodology implements the EDRI algorithm 

to optimize the network performance. In future, the propose 

methodology identified non-consecutive cooperative black 

hole node as well as identify worm hole attack and Sink Hole 

attack and compare it with the performance metrics. 
 

VIII. CONCLUSTION 

In this paper, we describe routing attacks in MANET with 

AODV routing protocol and discuss the solution to detect 

Black Hole and Gray Hole attack. We proposed a method to 

protect the network from repudiation as well as malicious 

attack by providing novel Authentication scheme using Zero 

Knowledge Protocol (ZKP) and the use of Extended Routing 

Information (EDRI) Table to optimize the performance 

metrics. In future, we are planning to work with other routing 

attacks such as Worm Hole, Sink Hole and Selfish node 

attacks along with other routing protocol such as DSDV, 

DSR and compare their performance metrics. 
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